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Processing “Computed” Texts

Abstract
This article is a comparison of methods that may be
used to derive texts to be typeset by a word processor.
By ‘derive’, we mean that such texts are extracted from
a larger structure, which can be viewed as a database.
The present standard for such a structure uses an
XML-like format, and we give an overview of the
available tools for this derivation task.
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Introduction
Formats based on the TEX typesetting engine—e.g., Plain
TEX [27], or LaTEX [30], or ConTEXt [8], or LuaTEX [9]—
are known as wonderful tools to get high-quality print
outputs. Of course, they have been initially designed to
typeset texts directly written by end-users. But other
texts may be generated dynamically, in the sense that
they result from some computation applied to more data,
in particular, items belonging to databases. A very sim-
ple example is given by a bill computed by means of
a spreadsheet program like Microsoft Excel: the mas-
ter Vle is an .xls or .xlsx Vle—that is, all information
about data is centralised into this Vle—but we may wish
such a bill to be typeset nicely using a word processor
comparable with LaTEX1.

We personally experienced a more signiVcant exam-
ple: at the University of Franche-Comté, we manage
the projects proposed to Computer Science students in
several degrees, this curriculum being located at Besan-
çon, in the East of France. That is, we collect projects’
proposals, control the assignment of student groups to
projects. Then, at the semester’s end, we organise the
projects’ oral defences, and rate students from informa-
tion transmitted by jurys. During projects, information
is transmitted to students and projects’ supervisors ei-
ther on the Web, or by means of printed documents.
Managing only a list of project speciVcations and en-
riching it progressively is insuXcient: it is better for
oral defences’ announcement to be shown with respect
to defences’ chronological order, and this order is un-
known when projects are proposed. Likewise, we may

wish to present the grades received by students accord-
ing to the decreasing order of these grades, or according
to students’ alphabetical order, other criteria being pos-
sible, too. In these cases, we have to perform a sort
operation before typesetting the result. These examples
are not limitative: other operations related to ‘classical’
programming may be needed if we are only interested
in a subset of the information concerning projects, for
example, extracting projects proposed by companies,
not by people working at our university.

It is well-known that TEX’s language is not very suit-
able for tasks directly related to programming2. A better
idea is to use a format suitable for information man-
agement, with interface tools serving several purposes.
Database formats could be used, but presently, the in-
disputable standard to model such formats is XML3, pro-
viding a rich toolbox for this kind of task. In particular,
this toolbox provides the XPath language [38], this lan-
guage’s expressions allow parts of an XML document
to be addressed precisely. But these tools related to
XML have advantages and drawbacks: we are going
thoroughly into these points in this article, which is a
revised, updated, and extended version of [19]. Reading
this article requires only basic knowledge about (LA)TEX
and the tools related to XML.

A simple example
The examples given in the introduction are ‘real’ appli-
cations and belong to our framework: Microsoft Excel
can generate XML Vles4, and we personally manage stu-
dents’ projects by means of a master Vle using XML-like
syntax. However, for sake of simplicity, we consider
an easier example for the present article, pictured in
Figure 1. This XML text—a Vle ds.xml—describes some
items of a series of stories—Doc Savage—Vrst published
as pulps in the 1930’s, then republished as pocket books
in the 1960’s5. As it can be noticed in the given exam-
ple, the original publication order—for pulps—was not
followed by the series of pocket books6. In addition,
some stories were unpublished as pulps (e.g., The Red
Spider) or retitled when published as pocket books (e.g.,
The Deadly Dwarf, previously entitled Repel), in which
case, the pulp’s title is given as the pulp element’s con-
tents7. More precisely, if a pulp element’s contents is
empty, this means that the pulp’s title was the same as
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<story-list>
<story>

<title>The Deadly Dwarf</title>
<pulp nb="56">Repel</pulp>
<pocket-book nb="28"/>

</story>
<story>

<title>The Land of Terror</title>
<pulp nb="2"/>
<pocket-book nb="8"/>

</story>
<story>

<title>The Lost Oasis</title>
<pulp nb="7"/>
<pocket-book nb="6"/>

</story>
<story>

<title>The Man of Bronze</title>
<pulp nb="1"/>
<pocket-book nb="1"/>

</story>
<story>

<title>The Red Spider</title>
<pocket-book nb="95"/>

</story>
<story>

<title>World&apos;s Fair Goblin</title>
<pulp nb="74"/>
<pocket-book nb="39"/>

</story>
</story-list>

Figure 1. Master file using XML-like syntax.

the pocket book’s. Fig. 2 gives the schema modelling
our taxonomy8, written using XML Schema [42]. Let
us recall that this language provides a datatype library:
for example, ‘xsd:string’ for strings, the preVx ‘xsl:’
allows us to get access to XML Schema’s constructs9.

Now we propose to search the information given in
Fig. 1, extract the items published as pulps, sort them
according to the publication order10. The title given is
the pulp’s; if the corresponding pocket book has been
retitled, a footnote must give the ‘new’ title. Of course,
we wish the result to be typeset nicely, as LaTEX or
ConTEXt is able to do. To be more precise, a good
solution processable by Plain TEX could look like the
source text given in Fig. 3. As mentioned above, a TEX-
based solution:
\story-list{%
\story{\title{...}\pulp{...}...}%
...%

}

could use TEX commands for dealing with the elements
story-list, story, title, pulp, and pocket-book,
but would lead to complicated programming.

<xsd:schema
xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema">
<xsd:element name="story-list">

<xsd:complexType>
<xsd:sequence>

<xsd:element name="story"
maxOccurs="unbounded">

<xsd:complexType>
<xsd:sequence>

<xsd:element name="title"
type="xsd:string"/>

<xsd:element name="pulp"
minOccurs="0">

<xsd:complexType>
<xsd:simpleContent>

<xsd:extension
base="xsd:string">
<xsd:attribute

ref="nb"
use="required"/>

</xsd:extension>
</xsd:simpleContent>

</xsd:complexType>
</xsd:element>
<xsd:element name="pocket-book">

<xsd:complexType>
<xsd:attribute

ref="nb"
use="required"/>

</xsd:complexType>
</xsd:element>

</xsd:sequence>
</xsd:complexType>

</xsd:element>
</xsd:sequence>

</xsd:complexType>
</xsd:element>
<xsd:attribute name="nb"

type="xsd:positiveInteger"/>
</xsd:schema>

Figure 2. Our organisation expressed in XML Schema.

Using tools related to XML

XSLT producing TEX sources
XSLT11 [41] is the language designed for transforma-
tions of XML texts. By ‘transformations’, we mean that
we can build printed documents as well as online docu-
ments to be put on theWeb from the source Vle. ‘Simple’
texts are possible, too. We also can perform some com-
putation from data stored in the original XML Vle. Let us
come to our example, the text of a stylesheet that may be
used to get Fig. 3 from Fig. 1 is given in extenso in Fig. 4.
This stylesheet takes as much advantage as possible
of the features introduced by XPath’s and XSLT’s new
version12 (2.0): for example, we have made precise the
types of the used variables, by means of as attributes,
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\item{1} The Man of Bronze
\item{2} The Land of Terror
\item{7} The Lost Oasis
\item{56} Repel\footnote*{Book’s title of pulp \#56:
The Deadly Dwarf}

\item{74} World’s Fair Goblin

\end

Figure 3. Stories’ titles sorted by pulp numbers.

these types being provided by XML Schema’s library13.
Likewise, we have made precise the types of templates’
results. As it can be noticed in Fig. 4, these types belong
to XML Schema’s namespace, whereas XSLT constructs
are preVxed by the namespace associated with ‘xsl:’.

Since we are interested in deriving texts processable
by (LA)TEX, an important new feature introduced by
XSLT 2.0 is the possible use of character maps [41, § 20.1].
In particular, they allow TEX’s special characters to be
replaced by commands producing them:

# −→ \# \ −→ $\backslash$14

whenever they appear within a text node to be put
by XSLT. More precisely, a single character can be re-
placed by a string, as shown by the character map
some-special-characters given in Fig. 4. To dis-
tinguish an ‘actual’ backslash character, belonging to a
string, and a command’s beginning, a solution is to use a
character belonging to a private area of Unicode [34] for
the latter. For sake of readabiblity, we deVne this Vctive
character by means of an entity15—start-command—
[32, p. 48–49]. Introducing this entity leads us to put
a dummy DOCTYPE tag, since XSLT stylesheets do not
refer to a DTD. In other words, specifying these addi-
tional characters is a ‘trick’, but that allows us to process
strings extracted from the original XML Vle systemat-
ically. As shown in Fig. 4, the same technique can be
used for opening and closing a group: we use Vctive
characters the character map transforms into braces.
The same for a delimited fragment in (LA)TEX’s math
mode. Another solution could be the direct generation
of Unicode texts and the use of a Unicode-compliant
TEX-like engine16, e.g. X ETEX [26] or LuaTEX [9].

As abovementioned, XSLT is not limited to texts’ gen-
eration, the xsl:output element’s method attribute
may also be set to html or xhtml17 [41, § 20], in which
case it allows Web pages to be generated. Likewise,
this method attribute set to xml means that XML texts
are to be generated. Using these output methods pro-
vides a great advantage: since any XSLT stylesheet is an
XML text, an XSLT processor checks that the Vnal docu-
ment is well-formed, in particular, opening and closing
tags must be balanced. The generation of (LA)TEX texts
lacks an analogous check: an XSLT processor cannot

ensure that opening and closing braces are balanced, as
in TEX; likewise, when LaTEX texts are generated, it is
impossible to ensure that environments like:

\begin{document} . . . \end{document} (1)

are balanced. Since such errors are not detected stati-
cally, they just appear when generated texts are pro-
cessed. Let us notice that such a check would be
more diXcult to apply to the texts generated for the
ConTEXt format, because the opening and closing com-
mands for ConTEXt’s environments are ‘\start...’
and ‘\stop...’, e.g., the equivalent formulation for (1)
in LaTEX is:

\starttext . . . \stoptext

in ConTEXt. Concerning the delimiters of a com-
mand’s arguments, we can ensure that opening and
closing braces—more precisely, the two character enti-
ties start-group and end-group, before their replace-
ment by braces—are balanced by using only the XSLT
function ntg:make-group to build a TEX group from
a sequence of strings. Let us remark that XSLT func-
tions have been introduced in XSLT 2.0, so there is an
additional reason to use this version. Another solution
could be the use of an XML dialect whose architecture
would reWect TEX’s markup. From our point of view,
that would complicate the process since an additional
step—a translation from this dialect into ‘actual’ TEX-
like syntax—would be performed. In addition, some
versions of such dialects have already been proposed—
e.g., in [7, § A.1] for LaTEX—but it seems to us that none
is actually used.

XSLT producing XSL-FO texts
Since deriving XML texts by means of XSLT provides a
better check level about syntax, an alternative idea is
to get XSL-FO18 [37] texts. Such texts use an XML-like
syntax that aims to describe high-quality print outputs.
As shown in [16], there is some similarity between
LaTEX and XSL-FO, the latter providing, of course, more
systematic markup19. This language is verbose, but
it is not devoted to direct use: XSL-FO texts usually
result from applying an XSLT stylesheet. The use of
several namespaces—usually denoted by the preVxes
‘xsl:’ and ‘fo:’—clearly distinguish elements belong-
ing to XSLT and XSL-FO.

This approach’s advantage is clear: generated texts
are well-formed. However, XSL-FO lacks document
classes, as in LaTEX. Some elements allow the descrip-
tion of page models, but end-users are entirely responsi-
ble for this deVnition. XSL-FO provides much expressive
power about placement of blocks20, but is very basic
on other points. For example, let us consider footnotes,
end-users are responsible of choosing each footnote
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<!DOCTYPE stylesheet [<!ENTITY start-command "&#xE000;"> <!ENTITY start-group "&#xE001;">
<!ENTITY end-group "&#xE002;">]>

<xsl:stylesheet version="2.0" id="pulps-plus" xmlns:maps="http://www.ntg.nl"
xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"
xmlns:xsl="http://www.w3.org/1999/XSL/Transform"
extension-element-prefixes="xsd">

<xsl:output method="text" encoding="ISO-8859-1" use-character-maps="some-special-characters"/>

<xsl:strip-space elements="*"/>

<xsl:character-map name="some-special-characters">
<xsl:output-character character="#" string="\#"/>
<xsl:output-character character="%" string="\%"/>
<xsl:output-character character="$" string="\$"/>
<xsl:output-character character="&amp;" string="\&"/> <!-- &. Plain TEX’s commands -->
<xsl:output-character character="\" string="$\backslash$"/> <!-- ‘\{’ and ‘\}’ are only -->
<xsl:output-character character="{" string="$\{$"/> <!-- usable in math mode -->
<xsl:output-character character="}" string="$\}$"/> <!-- (cf. [27, Exercise 16.12]). -->
<xsl:output-character character="~" string="{\char’7E}"/> <!-- Using hexadecimal code. -->
<xsl:output-character character="&start-command;" string="\"/>
<xsl:output-character character="&start-group;" string="{"/>
<xsl:output-character character="&end-group;" string="}"/>

</xsl:character-map>

<xsl:variable name="eol" select="’&#xA;’" as="xsd:string"/> <!-- (End-Of-Line character.) -->

<xsl:template match="story-list" as="xsd:string">
<xsl:variable name="pulps" as="xsd:string+">

<xsl:apply-templates select="story[pulp]">
<xsl:sort select="xsd:integer(pulp/@nb)"/> <!-- Numerical sort. -->

</xsl:apply-templates>
</xsl:variable>
<xsl:value-of select="$pulps,$eol,’&start-command;end’,$eol" separator=""/>

</xsl:template>

<xsl:template match="story" as="xsd:string">
<xsl:variable name="pulp-0" select="pulp" as="element(pulp)"/>
<xsl:variable name="pulp-nb-0-string" select="xsd:string($pulp-0/@nb)" as="xsd:string"/>
<xsl:variable name="pulp-title-0" select="data(pulp-0)" as="xsd:string"/>
<xsl:variable name="title-processed" as="xsd:string">

<xsl:apply-templates select="title"/>
</xsl:variable>
<xsl:value-of select=’"&start-command;item",maps:mk-group($pulp-nb-0-string)," ",

if ($pulp-title-0) then
$pulp-title-0,"&start-command;footnote*",
maps:mk-group(("Book&apos;s title of pulp #",$pulp-nb-0-string,": ",

$title-processed)) else
$title-processed,

$eol’
separator=""/>

</xsl:template>

<xsl:template match="title" as="xsd:string"><xsl:apply-templates/></xsl:template>

<xsl:function name="maps:mk-group" as="xsd:string+">
<xsl:param name="string-seq" as="xsd:string*"/>
<xsl:sequence select="’&start-group;’,$string-seq,’&end-group;’"/>

</xsl:function>

</xsl:stylesheet>

Figure 4. Getting a source text for Plain TEX by means of an XSLT stylesheet.
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<fo:root xmlns:fo="http://www.w3.org/1999/XSL/Format">

<fo:layout-master-set>...</fo:layout-master-set>

<fo:page-sequence master-reference="simple-page" font-family="serif" font-size="medium" text-align="left">
<fo:flow flow-name="xsl-region-body">

<fo:list-block provisional-distance-between-starts="20mm" provisional-label-separation="3mm">
...
<fo:list-item>

<fo:list-item-label start-indent="10mm" end-indent="label-end()">
<fo:block>56</fo:block>

</fo:list-item-label>
<fo:list-item-body start-indent="body-start()">

<fo:block>
Repel<fo:footnote>

<fo:inline font-size="x-small" vertical-align="super">*</fo:inline>
<fo:footnote-body>

<fo:block text-align-last="justify"><fo:leader leader-pattern="rule"/></fo:block>
<fo:block font-size="xx-small">

<fo:inline font-size="xx-small" vertical-align="super">*</fo:inline>Book’s title for
pulp #56: The Deadly Dwarf

</fo:block>
</fo:footnote-body>

</fo:footnote>
</fo:block>

</fo:list-item-body>
</fo:list-item>
...

</fo:list-block>
</fo:flow>

</fo:page-sequence>

</fo:root>

Figure 5. How to put a footnote in XSL-FO (see the equivalent Plain TEX source text in Fig. 3).

mark. Fig. 5 provides the result of applying an XSLT
stylesheet providing an XSL-FO text for our example.
The Vrst child of the fo:footnote element gives the
footnote reference, the second child is the actual foot-
note’s contents [37, § 6.12.3]. This fo:footnote ele-
ment seems to be low-level in comparison with LaTEX’s
\footnote command21. Of course, if you want foot-
notes to be numbered automatically, XSLT addresses
this problem. However, another point seems to us to be
more debatable: end-users are responsible for putting
a leader separating footnotes from the text body22 (we
show how to proceed in Fig. 5). So some footnotes may
be preceded by a leader, some may not. This point may
seem anecdotal, but for LaTEX users, some features of
XSL-FO can be viewed as low-level and be diXcult to
handle since they are already programmed in LaTEX
classes.

Last but not least, most current XSL-FO processors do
not implement the whole of this language, even if they
can successfully process most of XSL-FO texts used in
practice23. So some features may be unusable, whereas
an equivalent construct will work in (LA)TEX. XSL-FO has
been designed to deal with the whole of Unicode, so it
shows how the Unicode bidirectional algorithm [35] is

put into action [18], but this point may also be observed
with X ETEX.

XQuery producing TEX sources
XQuery [40] is a query language for data stored in XML
form, as SQL24 does for relational data bases25. XQuery
can be used to search documents and arrange the result,
as an XML structure or a simple text (possibly suitable
for a TEX-like engine). An XQuery program processing
our example in order to get Fig. 3’s text is given in Fig. 6.
Like XSLT 2.0, XQuery uses XPath 2.0 expressions and
the datatype library provided by XML Schema. As we
did in XSLT, we systematically put type declarations
using the as keyword, for sake of clarity and for taking
as much advantage as possible ofXQuery’s type-checker.
Such programs, using FLWOR26 expressions, are more
compact than equivalent ones in XSLT.

However, XQuery is suitable only for generating sim-
ple texts: advanced features like character maps in XSLT
are provided by some XQuery processors, but are not
portable. You have to use the replace function [39,
§ 7.6.3] to deal with TEX’s special characters:

replace($s,"(#|%)","\\$1")

substitutes each occurrence of ‘#’ (resp. ‘%’) by ‘\#’
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declare namespace maps = "http://www.ntg.nl" ;
declare namespace saxon = "http://saxon.sf.net/" ;
declare namespace xsd = "http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema" ;

declare option saxon:output "omit-xml-declaration=yes" ;

declare variable $eol as xsd:string := "&#xA;" ;
declare variable $filename as xsd:string external ;

declare function maps:mk-group($string-seq as xsd:string*) as xsd:string+ {
"{",$string-seq,"}"

} ;

if (doc-available($filename)) then
string-join((for $story-0 as element(story) in doc($filename)/story-list/story[pulp]

let $pulp-nb-0 as xsd:untypedAtomic := data($story-0/pulp/@nb),
$pulp-nb-0-int as xsd:integer := xsd:integer($pulp-nb-0),
$pulp-nb-0-string as xsd:string := xsd:string($pulp-nb-0),
$pulp-title-0 as xsd:string := xsd:string(data($story-0/pulp)),
$story-title-0 as xsd:string := xsd:string(data($story-0/title))

order by $pulp-nb-0-int
return ("\item",maps:mk-group($pulp-nb-0-string)," ",

if ($pulp-title-0) then
$pulp-title-0,"\footnote*",
maps:mk-group(("Book’s title of pulp \#",$pulp-nb-0-string,": ",

$story-title-0)) else
$story-title-0,$eol),

$eol,"\end",$eol),
"") else

()

Figure 6. Getting a source text for Plain TEX by means of XQuery.

(resp. ‘\%’) within the string $s. Let us come back to
implementation-dependent features, a simple example
is given in Fig. 6: we declare that the result is not an
XML text by a non-portable option, saxon:output27.
Of course, if XQuery is used to generate XML texts, they
are well-formed, but no analogous check can be done
about texts generated for a TEX-like engine. In other
words, XQuery has the same drawback as XSLT.

A curiosity: DSSSL
DSSSL28 [21] was initially designed as the stylesheet
language for displaying SGML29 texts. DSSSL includes a
core expression language that is a side-eUect free subset
of the Scheme programming language [25]. XML being
a subset of SGML, stylesheets written using DSSSL can be
applied to XML texts. DSSSL is rarely used now, but the
example we cite illustrates how a functional program-
ming language can be suitable for our requirements.
Fig. 7 gives a stylesheet that produces a result equiv-
alent to Fig. 3. In fact, end-users do not write (LA)TEX
commands when they develop a stylesheet, the jade30
program can generate TEX-like texts31:

jade -d pulps.dsl -t tex ds.sgml

—we have to specify a predeVned backend, here ‘tex’—

the typesetting engine usable to process jade’s results
being JadeTEX [7, § 7.5.2]. Deriving texts directly pro-
cessable by LaTEX or ConTEXt is impossible.

As shown in Fig. 7, processing a name element uses
pattern-matching:

(element name E)

the E expression consists of assembling literals by
means of the make form, using types predeVned in
DSSSL: paragraph, sequence, . . . The generic type of
such results is called sosofo32 w.r.t. DSSSL’s terminology.

Enriched TEX engines
If we go back to programs based on TEX-like typesetting
engines, there are two other possible methods, based
on TEX-engines ‘enriched’ by using a ‘more classical’
programming language. In both cases, XML texts are pre-
processed by procedures belonging to a programming
language, and the result is sent to a TEX-engine. Of
course, such amodus operandi is suitable only if we want
to generate (LA)TEX texts, it would be of little interest to
get XML texts or pages written using (X)HTML33.

PyTEX [6] is written using Python [28] and uses TEX
as a daemon. Getting the components of a ‘computed’
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<!DOCTYPE style-sheet PUBLIC "-//James Clark//DTD DSSSL Style Sheet//EN">

<style-sheet>
<style-specification id="pulps-plus">

<style-specification-body>
(declare-flow-object-class page-footnote

"UNREGISTERED::Sebastian Rahtz//Flow Object Class::page-footnote")

(root (let ((margin-size 1in))
(make simple-page-sequence

page-width: 210mm page-height: 297mm left-margin: margin-size right-margin: margin-size
top-margin: margin-size bottom-margin: margin-size header-margin: margin-size
footer-margin: 12mm center-footer: (page-number-sosofo)
(process-children))))

(element story-list-sgml
(make sequence

(let ((get-pulp (lambda (node-list) (select-elements (children node-list) "pulp"))))
(process-node-list
(apply node-list

(list-stable-sort
(node-list->list (node-list-filter (lambda (node-list)

(not (node-list-empty? (get-pulp node-list))))
(children (current-node))))

<
(lambda (story-node-list)

(string->number (attribute-string "nb" (get-pulp story-node-list))))))))))
(element story

(let* ((story-indent 20pt)
(current-children (children (current-node)))
(pulp-node-list (select-elements current-children "pulp"))
(pulp-processed (process-node-list pulp-node-list))
(pulp-title-string (data pulp-node-list))
(title-processed (process-node-list (select-elements current-children "title"))))

(make paragraph
first-line-start-indent: (- story-indent) font-size: 12pt space-before: 10pt
start-indent: story-indent pulp-processed space-literal
(if (string-null? pulp-title-string)

title-processed
(let* ((footnote-marker-sosofo (literal "*"))

(footnotemark-sosofo (make-superscript footnote-marker-sosofo)))
(make sequence

(literal pulp-title-string) footnotemark-sosofo
(make page-footnote

footnotemark-sosofo (literal "Book’s title of pulp #") pulp-processed (literal ": ")
title-processed)))))))

(element title (process-children-trim))
(element pulp (literal (attribute-string "nb")))
(define space-literal (literal " "))
(define make-superscript

(let ((shift-factor 0.4)
(size-factor 0.6))

(lambda (sosofo-0)
(make sequence

font-size: (* (inherited-font-size) size-factor)
position-point-shift: (* (inherited-font-size) shift-factor)
sosofo-0))))

(define (string-null? string-0) ...)
(define (list-stable-sort list-0 rel-2? key-f1)

;; Sorts list-0 according to the order relation rel-2?. The argument key-f1 gives a key for each element.
...)

</style-specification-body>
</style-specification>

</style-sheet>

Figure 7. DSSSL stylesheet generating a text to be printed.
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text is left to the Python functions dealing with XML
texts and successive results are sent to TEX, in turn.

LuaTEX [9] is able to call functions written using
Lua [20]. On another point, this TEX-engine can pro-
cess texts using XML-like syntax, as shown in [10].
Fig. 8 gives an implementation of our example in
ConTEXt MkIV: it uses Lua to deVne an interface with
sorting functions, the other functionalities being put
into action using TEX-like commands. As in ConTEXt,
the layout is controlled by set-up commands:

\start...setup ... \stop...setup

—for example, title elements’ contents are just dis-
played, processing pulp elements displays the num-
ber or the title, depending on a mode—then our
XML Vle is processed ‘atomically’, by means of the
\xmlprocessfile command. This approach is promis-
ing, but let us recall that LuaTEX and ConTEXt MkIV
have not yet reached stable state: that is planned for
the year 2012. Another important drawback: as shown
by the examples using the \xmlfilter command in
Fig. 8, this command uses path expressions, very close
to XPath expressions, but not identical. For example,
command—used to connect a selected item to the set-up
command that processes it—obviously does not belong
to XPath. On the contrary, some XPath expressions
are not recognised, even if ‘simple’ paths are processed.
Some tricks may be used as workarounds, but we per-
sonally think that complete compatibility with XPath
should be attained.

Conclusion
If we sum up the approaches shown throughout this
article, those that seem suitable are XQuery for sim-
ple examples, XSLT for more ambitious ones, provided
that Version 2.0 is used. The use of LuaTEX could be
interesting in a near future, too.

However, we think that there are two directions that
should be explored. The Vrst would be a modern imple-
mentation of XSL-FO using a TEX-like typesetting engine.
Such an implementation has begun: Passive TEX [4],
but this project is presently stalled. We think that pro-
cessing XSL-FO could re-use the experience accumulated
by (LA)TEX developers, even if syntaxes are very diUer-
ent34. The second direction would be the deVnition and
implementation of an output mode of XSLT suitable for
(LA)TEX; some additional services could be performed:
for example, checking that braces and environments are
balanced. Such an output mode already exists in nbst35,
the language of bibliography styles close to XSLT and
used by MlBibTEX36 [11], but it concerns only the way
to process LaTEX’s special characters. If the method
attribute of the nbst:output element is set to text,
the result of:

\enablemode[ds:pulp]

\startxmlsetups xml:ds:base
\xmlsetsetup{#1}{%
story-list|story|title|pulp|pocket-book}{%
xml:ds:*}

\stopxmlsetups

\xmlregisterdocumentsetup{ds}{xml:ds:base}

\startxmlsetups xml:ds:story-list
\xmlresetsorter{story}
\xmlfilter{#1}{%
/story/command(xml:story-list:getkeys)}

\subject{sortkeys}
\xmlshowsorter{story}\blank
\xmlsortentries{story}
\xmlflushsorter{story}{xml:story-list:flush}

\stopxmlsetups

\startxmlsetups xml:story-list:getkeys
\xmladdsortentry{story}{#1}{%
\xmlattribute{#1}{/pulp}{nb}}

\stopxmlsetups

\startxmlsetups xml:story-list:flush
\startitemize\xmlfirst{#1}{.}\stopitemize

\stopxmlsetups

\startxmlsetups xml:ds:story
\sym{\xmlfirst{#1}{pulp}}
\xmldoifelsetext{#1}{pulp}{
{\disablemode[ds:pulp] \xmlfirst{#1}{pulp}
\footnote{%
Book’s title: \xmlfirst{#1}{title}}}{%

\xmlfirst{#1}{title}}
\stopxmlsetups

\startxmlsetups xml:ds:title
\xmlflush{#1}

\stopxmlsetups

\startxmlsetups xml:ds:pulp
\doifmodeelse{ds:pulp}{\xmlatt{#1}{nb}}{%
\xmlflush{#1}}

\stopxmlsetups

\starttext
\xmlprocessfile{ds}{ds.xml}{}

\stoptext

Figure 8. Processing a master file with ConTEXt Mk IV.

<nbst:text>#60 The Maji</nbst:text>

is ‘#60 The Maji’. If this attribute is set to LaTeX, the
result is ‘\#60 The Maji’.
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Notes
1. Let us mention that [2] shows—in French—how to use
LaTEX to put spreadsheets’ functionalities into action.

2. As an example of using TEX’s language for programming
purposes, readers interested in putting a sort procedure into
action can refer to [33]: thismodus operandimay be viewed as
a worthwhile exercise, but is unusable in practice, especially
when it is not trivial to obtain sort keys from items to be
sorted.
3. eXtensibleMarkup Language. Readers interested in a gen-
eral introductory book to this formalism can refer to [32].
4. The XML format used byMicrosoft Excel is OOXML (OXce
Open XML).
5. All the source texts mentioned throughout [19] and this
article—including new versions realised for this present arti-
cle, in which case the corresponding Vle names are suXxed
with ‘-plus’—can be downloaded in extenso from the Web
page http://lifc.univ-fcomte.fr/home/~jmhufflen/
texts/guit-2009/.
6. If you are interested in the story of Doc Savage series and
its successive editions, you can Vnd more information in [43].
7. When several titles have been used, such a story is more
commonly known under the pocket book’s title, because
pocket books are easier to get than pulps, which are very
rare. That is why our title elements always refer to pocket
books’, the contents of pocket-book elements being always
empty.
8. Schemas allow speciVers to deVne document types, which
can be viewed as some taxonomy common to a family of XML
texts. There exist several schema languages, and the Web
page abovementioned gives several versions, using a DTD
(Document Type DeVnition) [32, Ch. 5], XML Schema [42],
Relax NG (New Generation) [5], and Schematron [22]. A
discussed comparison among these schema languages can be
found in [36].
9. Readers interested in more details about XML namespaces
can consult [32, pp. 41–45].
10. This example seems to us to be pertinent, because there is
no order ‘better’ than others: the original order is based on
pulps, but—as mentioned above—some stories are unpublished
as pulps, whereas sorting stories according to pocket books’
order allows us to sort all the stories, but this is not really
chronological.
11. eXtensible Stylesheet Language Transformations. Intro-
ductions to this language have been given in some BachoTEX
conferences, held in Poland: [12, 13, 15].
12. A study of XPath 2.0’s and XSLT 2.0’s new features, in
comparison with XPath 1.0 and XSLT 1.0, can be found in
[15].
13. In addition, let us mention that when an XML text is
processed by XSLT 2.0, the information put into a DTD or an
XML Schema text can be exploited [23, p. 58]. That is not
true about other schema languages.
14. In text mode, LaTEX2ε’s modern versions provide the
\textbackslash command [30, Table 7.33].
15. If we name this character by introducing a variable
by means of an xsl:variable element—as we did in
Fig. 4 for the end-of-line character—we cannot use this
variable’s value within the character attribute of the
xsl:output-character element.
16. Engines are not formats: a format is a set of pre-loaded
deVnitions based on primitives of a TEX-like engine, whereas
an engine is TEX or is derived from TEX by adding or redeVning
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some primitives. Plain TEX and LaTEX are formats, X ETEX and
LuaTEX are engines.
17. (eXtensible) HyperText Markup Language. XHTML is a
reformulation of HTML—the original language ofWeb pages—
using XML conventions. [31] is a good introduction to these
languages.
18. eXtensible Stylesheet Language–Formatting Objects.
19. [16] is written in French. If you would like a similar text
in English, [14] is an abridged version.
20. Roughly speaking, a block in XSL-FO is analogous to a
minipage in LaTEX [16, § 1.2].
21. XSL-FO’s footnotes can be compared with Plain TEX’s
\footnote command, as shown in Fig. 3.
22. That is done in standard LaTEX class, but not universal: as
an example related to TEX’s community, the arstexnica class,
used for articles of the ArsTEXnica journal—published by guIt
(Gruppo Utilizzatori Italiani di TEX), the Italian-speaking TEX
users group—does not put leaders just above footnotes.
23. We personally use Apache FOP (Formatting Objects
Processor) [1]:

fop pulps-result.fo pulps-result.pdf

generates a PDF (Portable Document Format) Vle from a
source text in XSL-FO.
24. Structured Query Language. A good introductory book
about it is [29].
25. A short introduction to XQuery is given in [17].
26. ‘For, Let, Where, Order by, Return’, the keywords used
throughout such expressions.
27. The XQuery processor we have used for this example is
Saxon [24]. Fig. 6’s text can be processed by:

java net.sf.saxon.Query pulps-plus.xq \
filename="ds.xml"

We also use Saxon as an XSLT 2.0 processor and the stylesheet
of Fig. 4 can be processed by:

java net.sf.saxon.Transform -s:ds.xml \
-xsl:pulps-plus.xsl

28. Document Style Semantics SpeciVcation Language.
29. Standard GeneralisedMarkup Language. Now it is only of
a historical interest. Readers interested in this metalanguage
can refer to [3].
30. James Clark’s Awesome DSSSL Engine.
31. We use a diUerent Vle and a diUerent name for the root
element (story-list-sgml) because of syntactic reasons:
empty tags’ syntax was diUerent in SGML [3, p. 259].
32. SpeciVcation Of a Sequence Of Flow Objects.
33. Unless a converter to (X)HTML is used, of course.
34. Besides, it is well-known that TEX recognises only its own
formats, which complicates cooperation between TEX and
other programs.
35. New Bibliography STyles.
36. MultiLingual BibTEX.
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